Loan defaults lie below average

By Cindy Carter

Through efforts of the treasurer's office and a selective admissions system, the Wake Forest University (WFU) has set the record for lowest percentage default rate for National Student Loan System (NSLDS) borrowers. John Willard, vice president and treasurer, said that 2.5 percent of the 1920's graduates are in trouble as compared to 20.1 percent for the average graduate from the same institution.

Willard said the WFU default rate is lower than most schools first by "just being Wake Forest," and second by "have a bond rating that puts the University in the lowest one out of five categories." The loan default rate is the percentage of loans in the 1920's that have fallen behind in payments from the original due date.

"We have to give a higher interest rate in order to cover the cost of default," Willard said. "We have to make sure students are aware of all the options they have before they make a decision."

Members of the Student Senate and the Honor Council, which is involved in enforcing the code, refused to comment on the specifics of the case or the influence of the student's grade point average (GPA) or financial situation on the decision.

"I don't think that the grading system is something that we can control and we can control the final decision," said Sen. Linda Sattler. "The decision is made by the council and what situations are appropriate." The council would still have to decide on the appropriate action if a case were brought to them.

Seniors Graham get a big kick from watching Ellen McNeal bestow a passionate kiss on Edward Reed as part of "Dixie Swim Club". Willard said that he is pleased to have a low rate, but he would still like to have a zero default rate. "I think it's important to have a low default rate, and we're working hard to achieve that," he said.

The Wake Forest loan default rate is expected to be lower than the national average of 4.5 percent for the Class of 1920's. The national average has increased significantly in recent years, partly due to the economic downturn and the increased cost of college loans.

Willard said that the university is committed to keeping the default rate low. "We want to make sure that our students are able to successfully pay off their loans," he said. "We're working hard to provide the best options and support for our students."
Many file petitions for student council elections.

Co-chairpersons for the four-year terms are: James Brogden, a sophomore; Bill Delmar, a freshman; Jeff Reilly, a junior; and Tom McGovern, a freshman.

Candidates for the four-year terms are: James Brogden, a sophomore; Bill Delmar, a freshman; Jeff Reilly, a junior; and Tom McGovern, a freshman.

Elections for Student Judicial Board and Honor Council have been named co-winners of the English department office.
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Steve's Italian Ristorante

Best in Italian Food

SPAGHETTI AND PIZZA

Also an American Menu
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CRABS & OCTOPUS (LIVE)

All You Can Eat Features Every Night

WEDNESDAY - HEART HAWAIIAN SHIRT

THURSDAY - KALUA PORK

FRIDAY - ROASTED CHICKEN

SATURDAY - COMBO WEEKEND

$2.50 for only you get lasagna, salad bar, and tea or coffee

Monday Night Special Lasagna
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$2.25

Includes salad bar, and tea or coffee

Tuesday Night Special

Softball is on Its Way.

• T-shirts & Jerseys printed on polyester
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You can earn $200 per week or more in Winston-Salem.

For many years it was thought that glasses did not correct vision but simply corrected problems caused by nearsightedness or farsightedness. Now there is evidence that problems are caused by inaccurate accommodation or focusing, and that vision correction processes can be developed to improve vision without changing the eyeball.

The basis for this idea is that the brain can be retrained to improve vision. This is done by using a series of exercises that train the brain to focus on different objects at various distances. The exercises are designed to improve the brain's ability to focus on objects at different distances, which in turn improves vision.

The program has been developed by Dr. Peter, a highly qualified optometrist, and a series of exercises has been created to help improve vision. The exercises can be done at home, and the results are usually seen within a few weeks.

To get started, you can call Dr. Peter at 123-4567, and he will provide you with a series of exercises to help improve your vision.

By following the simple exercises given in this program, you can improve your vision in just a few weeks without having to wear glasses or contact lenses.

Do you wear GLASSES?

Here's an effective new eye-exercise program that can produce astonishing results in a very short time...

SUMMER SALES POSITION

You can earn $200 per week or more in Winston-Salem.

For many years it was thought that glasses did not correct vision but simply corrected problems caused by nearsightedness or farsightedness. Now there is evidence that problems are caused by inaccurate accommodation or focusing, and that vision correction processes can be developed to improve vision without changing the eyeball.

The basis for this idea is that the brain can be retrained to improve vision. This is done by using a series of exercises that train the brain to focus on different objects at various distances. The exercises are designed to improve the brain's ability to focus on objects at different distances, which in turn improves vision.

The program has been developed by Dr. Peter, a highly qualified optometrist, and a series of exercises has been created to help improve vision. The exercises can be done at home, and the results are usually seen within a few weeks.

To get started, you can call Dr. Peter at 123-4567, and he will provide you with a series of exercises to help improve your vision.

By following the simple exercises given in this program, you can improve your vision in just a few weeks without having to wear glasses or contact lenses.
Students ignore academic aid

Edward Allen

Younger, now

Two generalizations about the Wake Forest experience seem to stick: the place is small and very, very expensive. It is hard to go beyond the assumption that Wake Forest is beyond the ken of many students in the country. The fact is that the Wake Forest experience is probably not much different from the one experienced by many of the students who attend major university campuses. The students readily accept their role to play in it, to go through the course from the beginning to the end. They are therefore no different from their parents in that respect. It is true that we have a good number of them who do not, but the great majority of them do. All we have to do is to accept the fact that the Wake Forest experience is the same as the one experienced by many other students who attend major universities.

Letters to the editor

Racism protest draws reaction

Condescending

I must make an exception to your article concerning the tenure for University professors. It is true that many of the best professors give up their positions at the University and go to the smaller colleges in order to be better paid. However, I must say that it is not a matter of money. It is more a matter of the opportunity to do more research work. Many of the best professors have been forced to take up teaching at the University because they were not given the opportunity to do research work in the smaller colleges. This is a pity, for many of the best professors would be better able to do research work at the University.

Jim Sainsting

Going down and melting away

Edgar Allen

Students ignore academic aid

Last spring, the Academic Helpline was established and operationalized. The Academic Helpline is a service provided for the students, to help them, and it is put into practice by the Academic Helpline staff, which consists of students who wish to reside with their students.

There are one or two students who are not familiar with the services of the Academic Helpline. However, the Academic Helpline is a service provided for the students, to help them, and it is put into practice by the Academic Helpline staff, which consists of students who wish to reside with their students.

The Academic Helpline is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Students who wish to reside with the students may call the Academic Helpline at 919-555-1234.

The Academic Helpline is not only a service for the students, but also a service for the faculty. The Academic Helpline staff can help faculty members with academic problems as well. The Academic Helpline is a service that is designed to help both students and faculty members.
EVENTS
WATER BALLET - The WF Hamstrings will present their spring show tonight at the pool at 8 p.m.

The Hamstrings is a novel title for the WF Hamstrings, the water ballet group that will present the show tonight. The Hamstrings is a group of dancers who perform in the water, and their performance will be a unique and enjoyable experience for the audience.

The show will feature a variety of routines, including solo performances, duets, and group dances. The Hamstrings will showcase their skill and artistry as they move through the water, creating a visually stunning spectacle. The audience will be treated to an array of movements, from graceful and fluid to athletic and dynamic.

The Hamstrings have been working diligently to prepare for this performance, and their hard work is evident in their abilities. They have honed their techniques and refined their choreography to create a captivating show that will leave a lasting impression.

The audience is encouraged to come early to secure their seats, as tickets are limited. The show is expected to sell out quickly, so it is advisable to purchase tickets in advance. The venue is located at the pool of the Wake Forest University Recreation Center, and the doors will open at 7:30 p.m. for a pre-show reception.

Bring your cameras and prepare to be amazed by the beauty and artistry of the Hamstrings. This event is not to be missed, so mark your calendars and make sure to make arrangements to attend this remarkable performance.
NCAAL tourney at Wake

Wake Forest will host the NCAAL Division I women's tennis tournament running through Sunday afternoon at the Wake Forest tennis center.

Wake defeated every team in the ACC and finished the regular season among the top teams nationally.

An Army-Wake men's tennis match is set for 1 p.m. on Saturday.

For application and package calls: McNabb Studio

111 Davis Dorm.

Ph. 725-4440

NAVY OFFICER: YOU RESPONSIBILITY THE MOMENT YOU GET THE STRIPES.

A lot of big corporations offer you a big title. But how much offer a young graduate college education 100% and 1%?

As a Navy Officer, you don't have to wait to do a job that counts. We give you one as soon as you've earned your commission. A job with responsibility for the lives of others, and millions of dollars of complex equipment. A job that requires skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers have been doing proudly for 200 years.

If that's the kind of adventure looking for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You'll find that Navy Officers are unparalleled opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, Aviation, and Engineering.

Call toll free 800-841-8000. (In Georgia, 1-800-841-7424).
WF teams gain new coaches

by Bill Blessing

Two of the country's most successful coaches in their respective sports will lead the WF teams in 1979-80. Jody Briley, former assistant at Wake Forest, was announced as the new head basketball coach, athletics director Dr. Gale Briley stated.

"We feel Joel is the right person for the job," Briley said. "He'll add the kind of enthusiasm and energy that we need." Briley, who was one of the first to sign on as a Wake basketball player, has been with the Demon Deacons for 18 years. He had been an assistant coach at Wake since 1961.

\[ \text{WF} \]

Deacon basketball inks one recruit

by Dick Shick

After compiling one of the best recruiting classes in the ACC for 1979-80, the Wake Forest basketball program's director, Jody Briley, has announced that the team has signed one more player, SF Jody Miller, a senior at Carver High School in Charlotte, NC.

Miller, who is 6'7" and weighs 205 lbs., was a three-sport performer in high school and is expected to contribute immediately to the Deacon lineup. He will enroll this fall and will be available for the 1979-80 season.

\[ \text{WF} \]

Ruggers end year

by Tony Sussman

The Wake Forest rugby club completed its season this past weekend with a pair of lopsided wins over the Miami Hurricanes. The Demons won both games by scores of 13-13 and 16-14, respectively.

The Demons made a strong showing in both games, making several outstanding runs and tackles which helped them to victory. They wore out the Hurricanes' defense, making several key plays which resulted in touchdowns and field goals.

\[ \text{WF} \]
Men's residence program faltering

By Kathy Clay

Low fraternity competition and apprehension support are cited as the main reasons for the strong interest in residence halls and sponsors of the residence halls program by Governor Paul Bailey. Davis House, cited as the most successful, is described as having a suitable space. It is often difficult to get members because there is no easy way to get into the hall. The main advantages and disadvantages are highlighted.

"It's virtually impossible to get freshmen together," says Ed Cummings, who promotes ways to betterwf householding activities. "I think Davis has about 400 members," he adds, "but we don't have the room for it." Davis House's director, Karl G. Heider, notes that Davis House has been successful in attracting new members because Davis House is an independent living group.

Davis House, cited as the most successful, is seen as having a suitable space. It is often difficult to get members because there is no easy way to get into the hall. The main advantages and disadvantages are highlighted.

Heider speaks on Duguni Dani

"If you're not in a suite, you're not in," says Edward Cummings, who promotes ways to better householding activities. "I think Davis has about 400 members," he adds, "but we don't have the room for it." Davis House's director, Karl G. Heider, notes that Davis House has been successful in attracting new members because Davis House is an independent living group.

Davis House, cited as the most successful, is seen as having a suitable space. It is often difficult to get members because there is no easy way to get into the hall. The main advantages and disadvantages are highlighted.

Lighthouse Grill

- Open Every Day
- Good Food at Economic Prices
- Open All Day
- Quick Service

Valentino Italian Restaurant

Winston-Salem's Best Italian Cuisine
2840 Reynolda Manor
Shopping Center is now open
10 a.m. - 10 p.m., seven days a week

Awards: Best restaurant in the Tryd by Tried restaurant

Specialties include:
Spaghetti and meatballs
Steak and veal cutlet
10% Discount with this coupon

Platt Travel, Inc.
Telephone (301) 723-1303
1514 South Street
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

WIF Student Faculty Headquartes for Package-Cruise-Spring Break Trip

We'll find you the best fares available.
There is never a change for our services.

Call 723-1203. Located in Yosemite Park Mall, near Berry's.